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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
BCC: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Michael_ChebI Staff/NSWPolice [michael_chebl /staff/nswpolice; 
micha el_chebl /staff/nswpol ice] 
20/11/2016 9:32:36 PM 
EYRAUD Magali DCPJ SDLCODF 
Ghanem-Cipria, Malika 
Wygoda Ashley 
Re: *Confidential:Assistance sought in relation to possible MAR to the France - Strikeforce Neiwand 
[DLM=Sensitive:Law Enforcement (SLE) [DLM=Sensitive:Law Enforcement (SLE)] 
MUSY pax card.docx 

Hi Magali, 

Thank you for your reply. 

To address the points you have highlighted - 

Fong Jennifer 

MUSY 
The missing attachment was MUSY' PAX card, to assist you in identifying him. An MAR is a Mutual Assistance Request, this will be 
completed by the Attorney Generals Office and forwarded to French authorities. 

Initially I only wanted to speak with MUSY but based on some significant information he has provided you with I will need a 
statement from him. (Once the MAR has gone through to French Authorities). 

In the statement need him to expand on the information he provided to you that ""he (MATTAINI) wanted to die and nobody 
would found his body". Further to this that, he (MATTAINI) made suicide attempts before he missing, so MATTAINI's relatives 
haven't been surprised of his disappearance. I will need this information in a statement along with any further information MUSY has 
about MATTAINI's suicide attempts and mental health. 

I also need MATTAINI's military records, I believe he attempted suicide twice whilst serving with the French military. 

Other Investigations 
In relation to the other cases being investigated, WARREN and RUSSELL, only RUSSELL's body was located, the remains of 
WARREN are yet to be located or identified. 

DNA of Renee MATTAINI 
The MAR we are sending through to French authorities will request a DNA sample be obtained from Renee, hopefully we can get this 
sorted out in the coming weeks. 

mcrci bcaucoup Magali. 

Any questions you need answered or if you need any further information don't hesitate to contact me. 

Regards 
Michael Chebl 
Detective Senior Constable 
Unsolved Homicide Team - Ho icide Squad 

EYRAUD Magali DCPJ SDLCODF > wrote:  
To: Michael Chebl < = 
From: EYRAUD Magali DCPJ SDLCODF <MI= > 
Date: 19/11/2016 03:39AM 
Cc: "Ghanem-Cipria, Malika" ‹ > 
Subject: Re: *Confidential:Assistance sought in relation to possible MAR to the France - Strikeforce Neiwand [DLM=Sensitive:Law 
Enforcement (SLE) 
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Hi Michael, 
sorry I didn't answer before but I wanted to have a contact with the concerned person before. 
and sorry for my english I hope you will understand what I will explain to you. 

-Concerning MUSY : 
I made research about MUSY Jacques, dob: 15/09/1950 (you spoke about an attachement but there wasn't document with your mail of 
15/11/2016). 
I found his adress and his phone number. so I called him the last 17th of november. He's ready to answer all question you have but it 
was a long time ago so he doesn't remember everything. 

now, the legislative problem : 
I can't do any official document about what he have to say. We need a mutual legal assistance sent to french justice (can you confirme 
that MAR is Mutual legal assistance? what is the meaning of MAR?). 
I don't know if you want to have a contact with Jacques MUSY yourself to know if he have interesting things to say. if you want, he 
speaks english allready - because he lived in your contry - and he doesn't have any objection to answer your questions. he allowed me 
to give you his e-mail adress and his mobile hone number : 
Jacques MUSY - mobilephone : - e-mail 
and his postal adress is : 

06270 VILLENEUVE LOUBET (south of France) 
France 

for the moment, he just said that he was surprised in 2002 of crime investigation's about Gilles MATTAINI because he said a couple 
of times "he wanted to died and nobody would found his body". he made suicide attempts before he missing so MATTAINI's relatives 
haven't been surprised of his disappearance. 
did the bodies of Ross WARREN and John RUSSELL had been found? or is it similar of the case of Gilles MATTAINI? 
Otherwise, MUSY said that Anthony WYSZYNSKI died 2003 or 2004. maybe you have this information. 

If you need an official document for the case, a mutual legal assistance will be necessary. 
if not, maybe you can contact him directly. 

-Concerning Gilles MATTAINI's mother : 
In an other situation, maybe we could try to have Renee MATTAINI's DNA without a mutual legal assistance but her mental health is 
bad so we need an authorization of a judge to collecting her DNA. 
so, a mutual legal assistance is necessary in this case like I said in my Interpol answers. 

In the hope of having taken forward this case and apologising for the linguistic quality of my message, I remain at your disposal for 
quite additional questions. 

kind regards. 
Magali EYRAUD 
Groupe documentation et relations internationales 
Office central pour la repression des violences aux personnel 
Direction centrale de la police judiciaire 
101 rue des Trois Fontanot - 92000 NANTERRE 

 Message original 
Suj et: [INTERNET] *Confidential:Assistance sought in relation to possible MAR to the France - Strikeforce Neiwand 
[DLM=Sensitive:Law Enforcement (SLE)] 
De : Michael Chebl 
Pour : 
Copie a : "Wygoda Ashley" "Fong Jennifer" 
Date : 15/11/2016 23:14 
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Hi Magali, 

My name is Michael CHEBL and I am a Detective with the New South Wales Police Force, Australia. I have been referred to you by Federal Agent Ashley 
WYGODA of the Australian Federal Police — London Office in relation to some inquiries I need conducted in France. 

The investigation is related to the suspicious disappearance and death of Gillies MATTAINI on 15 September 1985. 

Case overview 

Giles MATTAINI (DOB: 25/10/1958) was a French National who came to Australia in Se tember 1983 
on a visitor's visa. During this time he resided with his partner Jacques MUSY (DOB: in a 
two bedroom unit at Ramsgate Avenue, Bondi. In August 1985 MUSY left Australia and 
travelled to France on holidays. During this time MATTAINI remained living in the flat and was 
employed as a barman at the Menzies Hotel Sydney. 

MATTAINI told his associates he was excited about a pending visit by a friend Antony WYSZYNSKI 
from France. 

After 15 September 1985, MUSY was contacted in France by a concerned friend Vincent OTTAVIANI 
(Dead. 1995) and was told MATTAINI was absent from work. After hearing about the disappearance, 
MUSY returned to Australia. 

Upon MUSY's return home to Australia he did not find any signs of forced entry to the flat however 
MATTAINI's walkman, keys and yellow spray jacket were missing. OTTAVIANI made a search of 
local hospitals, psychiatric hospitals and police stations but failed to locate MATTAINI. 

In relation to the habits and localities in which MATTAINI visited, he was known to take walks along 
the Marks Park walking track, wearing his headphones. The last known person to speak with 
MATTAINI was Antony WYSZYNSKI on the phone where they discussed his pending visit at the end 
of September 1985. 

It was learnt from MUSY and other friends, that upon MUSY's return to Australia he conducted his 
own search and states he spoke to a Bondi local known to him and MATTAINI, who informed him he 
had seen MATTAINI walking at Bondi. MATTAINI was last seen walking along a track at Bondi on 
15/09/1985. This location was the site of a number of violent assaults and murders during the 80s 
and 90s. 

No initial investigation was made in relation to MATTAINI as his partner (MUSY) was of the belief a 
report had been made by associate OTTAVIANI prior to his return to Australia. 

In 2001, Strike Force TARADALE was established by the New South Wales Police Force to 
investigate the suspicious deaths of Ross Bradley WARREN and John Alan RUSSELL around the 
location of Marks Park, Bondi, NSW, Australia. As stated previously, this location was the site of a 
number of violent assaults and murders during the 80s and 90s. 

Following the media coverage of violent offences against homosexuals in Marks Park, Bondi, 
Jacques MUSY contacted police. 

On 3 August 2002, a missing person report was made of the disappearance of MATTAINI by Jacques 
MUSY. 
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There were no DNA samples available for comparison from the victim MATTAINI. 

On 9 March 2005, the NSW State Coroner made the finding that Ross WARREN and John RUSSELL 
were murdered and there was a strong possibility that MATTAINI died in similar circumstances to the 
other men. 

It is alleged that the family of MATTAINI were informed of his disappearance in 1985 by MUSY. 

At this stage no persons of interest have been identified in relation to MATTIANI's disappearance. 

The attached documents are MUSY's PAX card when he departed Sydney, Australia in 2006. 

When you are in a position to speak with MUSY please advise and I will provide you with a copy of 
his statement he made in 2002 and the questions I require be asked of him. 

Your assistance with this matter is greatly appreciated. 

Regards 
Michael Chebl 
Detective Senior Constable 
Unsolved Homicide Team - Homicide Squad 

This email and any attachments may be confidential and contain privileged information. It is intended for the addressee only. 
If you are not the intended recipient you must not use, disclose, copy or distribute this communication. Confidentiality or 
privilege are not waived or lost by reason of the mistaken delivery to you. If you have received this message in error, please 
delete and notify the sender. 

All mail is subject to content scanning for possible violation of NSW Police 
Force policy, including the Email and Internet Policy and Guidelines. All NSW 
Police Force employees are required to familiarise themselves with these 
policies, available on the NSW Police Force Intranet. 
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[attachment "magali_eyraud.vcr removed by Michael Cheb1 Staff/NSWPolice] (See attached file: MUSY pax 
card. docx) 


